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Abstract

This article contends that our ability to study migration is significantly enhanced by

carefully conceived comparative research designs. Comparing and contrasting a small

number of cases—meaningful, complex structures, institutions, collectives, and/or

configurations of events—is a creative strategy of analytical elaboration through re-

search design. As such, comparative migration studies are characterized by their re-

search design and conceptual focus on cases, not by a particular type of data. I outline

some reasons why scholars should engage in comparison and discuss some challenges

in doing so. I survey major comparative strategies in migration research, including

between groups, places, time periods, and institutions, and I highlight how decisions

about case selection are part and parcel of theory-building and theory evaluation.

Comparative research design involves a decision over what to compare—what is the

general class of ‘cases’ in a study—and how to compare, a choice about the compara-

tive logics that drive the selection of specific cases.

Keywords: research design, comparative methods, case selection, migration stu-

dies, analytical elaboration.

Migration as a field of study rests on an often unarticulated comparison: scholars assume

that there is something unique and noteworthy about the experiences of those who migrate

compared with those who do not.

For some researchers, the comparative distinction is sociological, in the broadest sense of

the term. Migrants are socialized in one particular economic, cultural, religious, political,

and social milieu, but through migration they enter into a new social space. Geographic

movement provides a lens on individuals’ and groups’ ability to adapt to new contexts,

on locals’ reactions to newcomers, and on changes in social systems as locals and

migrants interact. Whether they stay or move on, migrants embody the analytical lens

of Simmel’s ‘stranger’: ‘his position in this group is determined, essentially, by the fact

that he has not belonged to it from the beginning, that he imports qualities into it, which

do not and cannot stem from the group itself’ (1950: 402). Migration also has repercussions

on those ‘left behind’; we can compare places that experience migration with those that

do not.
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For other scholars, the legitimacy of migration as a field of study lies in implicit or ex-

plicit comparisons of people who have distinct legal, political, and administrative statuses.

This approach justifies the conventional distinction between internal migration,

which often involves the sociological dynamics above, and international migration.

International migration implicates rights and legal status as people cross the borders

of sovereign nation-states.1 The comparative question—often an assumption—is

whether and how migration status affects communities and individuals. Increasingly,

researchers have an interest in both the sociological and political dimensions of mi-

gration as well as how the two might be mutually constitutive (e.g. Menjı́var and Abrego

2012).

This article contends that our ability to study migration, either in a sociological or

political sense, is significantly enhanced through the use of carefully theorized comparative

research designs. For my purposes, comparative migration research entails the systematic

analysis of a relatively small number of cases. ‘Cases’ are conceptualized and theorized as

meaningful, complex structures, institutions, collectives, and/or configurations of events

(Ragin 1997). Instead of primarily or only focusing on individuals as the unit of analysis,

comparative migration research compares and contrasts migrant groups, organizations,

geographical areas, time periods, and so forth. The goal is to examine how structures,

cultures, processes, norms, or institutions affect outcomes through the combination and

intersection of causal mechanisms. Comparison is employed as a creative strategy of ana-

lytical elaboration through research design.2

Comparative migration studies are characterized by their research design and the con-

ceptual focus on cases, not by a particular type of data or method.3 Comparative migration

studies use the full breadth of evidence commonly employed by academic researchers, from

in-depth interview data to mass survey responses, and from documentary materials to

observations in the field. The type of evidence can vary within or across comparative

migration projects.

Understood as an approach to research design, comparative migration studies require

that decisions about case selection and comparison become part and parcel of

theory-building and theory evaluation. This involves both a decision over what to compare

and how to compare. What to compare entails decisions about the general class of ‘cases’ in

a study: are we interested in migrant groups, immigrant-receiving countries, both, or

something else altogether? Decisions about how to compare lead to the selection of specific

cases: Sudanese migrants or Columbians? Seoul or San Francisco? Case selection involves a

choice about the comparative logics that will drive the analysis as well as the type of

conversation the researcher wants to have with existing theory. Comparative migration

studies can help break down artificial distinctions between ‘theorizing’ and ‘research

design’ to elucidate how each can build on and improve the other.

In what follows, I examine both what migration researchers compare, from groups to

time periods, and how to compare. First, however, I outline some of the reasons why

scholars should engage in comparison. I also discuss some of the challenges of doing so;

in some instances, engaging in comparisons is more costly than helpful. My arguments are

animated by a conviction that more migration studies should employ comparison, but that

it must be done with careful thought as to what, how, and why we compare.
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1. Why compare?

Comparison is compelling because it reminds us that social phenomena are not fixed or

‘natural’. Through comparison we can de-center what is taken for granted in a particular

time or place after we learn that something was not always so, or that it is different else-

where, or for other people. A well-chosen comparative study can challenge conventional

wisdom or show how existing academic theories might be wrong.

Testing or disconfirming theory is not enough, however. Finding one case that does not

fit a general model only disproves a theory if a scholar takes a deterministic approach: every

time X occurs, then Y will follow, or every time A and B interact, we see outcome C. Most

social scientists instead operate with a probabilistic approach (Lieberson 1992) to explan-

ation: we believe theories to be generally correct, but we allow room for some variation

rather than expect the theory to always provide exact predictions across people, places, and

time. For example, a social capital theory of migration posits that, once started, it is highly

likely that migration will continue through social networks. We do not, however, expect

that all people with social ties to migrants will themselves become migrants. If one family

member does not migrate, most scholars will not conclude that social network models are

categorically disproven.

The strength of a comparative research design consequently also rests on its ability

to foster concept-building, theory-building, and the identification of causal mechanisms.

The case that does not fit standard models pushes the researcher to reconsider existing

frameworks, for example by theorizing a sub-category or class of cases that are exceptions to

the model, or challenging the conventional wisdom about how we should even conceptu-

alize a ‘case’. Perhaps the homogeneous category of ‘migrant’ is inappropriate to a par-

ticular issue, and scholars should instead identify distinct classes of migrants: official

refugees as distinct from family-sponsored migrants, or sojourners as compared with per-

manent immigrants. In delineating such categories, the scholar is forced to theorize why

and how such distinctions matter. Should we distinguish between ‘traditional’

Anglo-settler immigrant nations, former colonial immigrant nations, and other highly

industrialized immigrant-receiving countries? If so, why? The very conceptualization of a

case is a serious analytical exercise.

Detailed attention to a few cases also permits more careful process-tracing and the

identification of causal mechanisms that come together to produce social phenomena

(Ragin 1987, 1997; FitzGerald 2012). In this, a case-oriented comparison offers an advan-

tage over standard statistical analyses of many data points. Most inferential statistics in the

social sciences can establish correlation but only very rarely do they provide strong evidence

on causation. Rather, they confirm or refute the theoretical expectations of causal theories.

Statistics tell us, for example, that refugees in the USA are more likely to take out citizenship

than economic or family-sponsored migrants, even if we control for socio-economic back-

ground and key demographic variables. Such regression models cannot, however, explain

whether inter-group differences stem from the particular experience of and motivations for

migration or from the greater state funding and voluntary sector support for integration

offered to refugees compared with other migrants. Excavating causal processes requires

careful attention to cases.
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For this reason, comparison is not very useful when the goal is merely to ‘increase the N’,

that is, when it is an exercise in expanding the number of observations without considering

how they advance the project. This is a pitfall that ensnares many young (and sometimes

not so young) researchers. Those doing in-depth interviewing might feel that interviewing

fifty migrants is inherently better than interviewing forty. This may be true if the ten

additional people represent a particular type of experience or a category of individuals

that could nuance an evolving argument. Put in Becker’s (1992) formulation, what are

these ten people a case of ? For example, do they hold a distinct legal status? If the goal of ten

additional interviews is merely to increase confidence in the generalizability of results,

however, additional interviews will contribute little if selection is not based on probability

sampling.4 Increasing your ‘N’ in this situation involves more work but limited analytical

payoff.

Comparison is most productive when it does analytical weight-lifting. In prior research,

I wanted to study how government policies influence immigrants’ political incorporation

(Bloemraad 2006). Rather than study different ideal-typical national models of integration

or nationhood, as in contrasts between ‘civic’ France and ‘ethnic’ Germany popular in the

1990s, I wanted to know whether and how policy could affect immigrants in more similar

countries, such as the USA and Canada. I asked, why were levels of citizenship among

immigrants in Canada so much higher than in the USA? To address concerns that observed

differences were due only to different immigration policies and migration streams, I focused

on Portuguese immigrants, a group with very similar characteristics and migration trajec-

tories on either side of the forty-ninth parallel. Comparing the same group in two countries

served as an analytical strategy to move beyond theories centered on the resources and

motivations of migrants. With a ‘control’ for migrant origins, I could focus on the mech-

anisms by which government policy trickled down to affect decisions about citizenship and

influenced the creation of a civic infrastructure amenable to political incorporation.5

In the same project, comparison served a second analytical purpose with the addition of

another migrant group, the Vietnamese. They were added as a case of an official refugee

group that, in the USA, receives government support more akin to the policies in Canada

than to the laissez-faire treatment of most economic and family-sponsored migrants in the

USA. Critics of my argument—namely, the argument that Canadian integration and multi-

culturalism policies facilitate citizenship acquisition and political engagement—could rea-

sonably argue that political integration might be driven by a host of other US–Canada

variations, from welfare state differences to distinct electoral politics. But the Portuguese

case suggested some key causal mechanisms: Canadian policies helped fund community-

based organizations, provided services and advanced symbolic politics of legitimacy, all of

which facilitated political integration. The logic of the argument suggested that if migrant

groups in the USA received similar government assistance, they would more closely re-

semble compatriots in Canada. By expanding the comparison to two groups in two coun-

tries, I could evaluate whether the mechanisms identified in the first comparison held in a

second.6

Additional comparisons are costly, however. The more things you compare—whether

types of people, immigrant groups, organizations, neighborhoods, cities, countries, or time

periods—the more background knowledge you need and the more time and resources you

must invest to collect and analyze data. Introducing additional comparisons into an
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immigration-related project frequently entails significant costs in time and money due to

the distances involved and the multilingual and multicultural skills needed, and they raise

thorny challenges of access and communication. Such costs must be weighed against the

advantages of a well-chosen comparison.

Comparison without careful forethought can leave researchers open to criticism when

peers and reviewers fear that an expansion of cases undermines the attention paid to any

one case and, by implication, the quality of the data. Such critiques are particularly likely to

be directed at those using historical methods or ethnography; both approaches privilege

deep engagement and expertise on a particular nexus of time and place, whether historical

or contemporary. Multi-sited ethnographic fieldwork, for instance, can face objections that

the study of additional places comes at the expense of deep, local knowledge, or that uneven

engagement with different communities undermines the researcher’s ability to do system-

atic comparison (Fitzgerald 2006: 4; Boccagni 2012).7 From a purely practical viewpoint, a

researcher may only have twelve months of sabbatical leave or eighteen months to do

dissertation fieldwork. Dividing that time between two or more sites reduces time spent

in any one place.

The costliness of comparison applies across data types, even though ethnographers and

historians may be subject to greater criticism given the norms of their method. A survey

researcher who wants to poll additional people, in multiple locations or across multiple

immigrant groups, also faces hard choices, though arguably more over financial resources

than time. Fielding additional surveys, translating survey instruments, hiring bilingual

interviewers, and doing probability sampling on immigrant populations are all very ex-

pensive endeavors. Given, for instance, resources to sample 800 people from two distinct

language groups or 500 individuals from three groups, a researcher needs to theorize and

justify why increasing the number of comparative cases is worth decreasing the number of

people sampled within each group and in the project overall. All scholars, but especially

students of migration, need to think very hard about why comparison makes sense. There

needs to be some conceptual or theoretical purpose.

2. What to compare?

Because academics continuously build on prior research, there is always an inherent

comparison between a particular study and the research or thinking that has come

before. I term this the external comparative placement of a project vis-à-vis the existing

literature. Both novice and experienced researchers need to ask the question, ‘What is the

theoretical and substantive edge of my project in relation to others?’ The answer to this

question is usually laid out in an author’s discussion of the literature and justification of

methods.

In this sense, even a single case study can be ‘comparative’ to the extent that a scholar

compares his or her case with existing research. Such comparisons often occur in studying a

new immigrant group or a research site—a city, a neighborhood, a church—that does not

fit the general pattern. Analytically, such a comparison can stretch or modify an existing

theory, as Burawoy (1998) recommends in his extended case method. Alternatively, the

single, anomalous case can generate new theories and ideas. Either as an extension or
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challenge to existing findings and theories, the conversation between the new empirical

study and the established literature entails a comparative logic.

Such single case studies are not, however, formal comparative studies in the sense out-

lined here. I reserve the term ‘comparison’ for a specific comparative design embedded in

the research project. Such comparisons can take a variety of forms, but they all involve a

choice about what, exactly, should be compared. What constitutes a ‘case’? I first discuss

two key comparisons, between migrants groups and between geographic areas, that are

most common in migration studies, and then I consider some additional comparisons.

2.1 Comparing migrant groups

In the USA, comparative migration studies traditionally contrast different migrant groups

in the same geographical location, be it a city or the country as a whole. In their review of

immigration research published between 1990 and 2004, Eric Fong and Elic Chan (2008)

find that only 14 per cent of studies conducted by US researchers focused on immigrants in

general, while 86 per cent focused on particular groups.8 Milton Gordon’s (1964) classic

theorizing on assimilation draws on a comparison of four groups distinguished by race and

religion: blacks, Puerto Ricans, European-origin Catholics, and Jews. More recently,

Kasinitz et al.’s (2008) study of immigrant assimilation compares the social, political,

and economic integration of second-generation young adults and native-born peers

across seven ethno-racial groups in New York City.

Migration researchers in the USA overwhelmingly assume that national origin matters.

Empirically, this assumption often finds support. Even if it turns out that national origin

does not matter, this ‘non-finding’ is viewed as significant because of the general expect-

ation, within the academic field and among the public, that it should matter. The focus on

national origin stems, in part, from Americans’ longstanding concern over race relations in

the USA. It might also reflect taken-for-granted ways of thinking about belonging and

identity in the US context, norms that scholars sometimes adopt without reflection.9

While comparing groups defined by national origin, ethnicity, or race is ‘natural’ in the

USA, in France the state—and many researchers—have explicitly rejected race or ethnicity

as a social category. Instead, other categories—such as class and, increasingly, religious

background—are taken-for-granted as the way people should be conceptualized, grouped

together, and compared. For example, in an analysis of educational outcomes similar in

style to some of the results reported by Kasinitz et al., French scholar Patrick Simon (2003)

adopts American practice by identifying and comparing groups by national origin and

generational status in order to evaluate educational trajectories. Simon justifies and the-

orizes the comparative cases explicitly because, as he notes, ‘the sheer concept of second

generation for a long time seemed utterly nonsensical’ for French observers, given the

emphasis on common French citizenship and the traditional comparison between citizens

and foreigners (2003: 1092). At the same time, Simon departs from standard US practice by

bringing in a class dimension when he uses the children of working-class French parents as

another comparative case rather using all ‘majority French’ individuals as the reference

point.

Scholars are well advised to take a metaphorical step back and think carefully about why

and how they think migrant group comparisons matter. Comparing migrant groups is a
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theoretical and conceptual choice about what sorts of factors are consequential for a par-

ticular outcome of interest. Thus, the decision to compare the educational aspirations or

outcomes of different migrant groups rests on the assumption that national origin has some

inherent meaning for migrants, or for others.10 This is not always the case, since national

origin can act as a proxy for something else, such as religion, or homeland economic

system, or some other factor. If national origin is a proxy for something else, scholars

should consider constructing their ‘cases’ in a different way. Individual immigrants can

be grouped into analytical ‘cases’ by various characteristics other than national origin, such

as by social class, gender, generation, legal status, or other socially relevant categories. For

example, rather than comparing two national origin groups as proxies for high- or low-

skilled migrants, perhaps a direct class-based comparison with less regard to migrant ori-

gins is preferable. Researchers should be attentive to the inherent cognitive biases of their

discipline or their society when deciding what sort of cases to compare.

2.2 Geographic comparisons: nation-states

Outside the USA, we find a stronger tradition of cross-national migration studies, especially

in Europe. These studies usually examine how broad differences in countries’ laws, policies,

economic systems, social institutions, and national ideologies affect migration outcomes.

An early and influential study in this ‘national models’ tradition is Rogers Brubaker’s

(1992) comparison of citizenship laws in France and Germany. Legal differences made it

easier for immigrants and their children to become French nationals than German citizens,

which Brubaker traces back to centuries-long processes of state-building and nation for-

mation. Other researchers ground their cross-national studies in the notion of political or

discursive opportunity structures, an idea taken from social movement theorizing. In this

vein, Koopmans et al. (2005) differentiate five European countries by their relative position

on mono- or multicultural group rights and civic or ethnic citizenship. Countries’ place-

ment on these two dimensions then drives explanations for immigrants’ claims-making

and the mobilization of native-born groups sympathetic or hostile to immigrants.

The upshot of most of these cross-national studies is that the societies in which immi-

grants reside have as much, or even more, influence on processes of migration and immi-

grant incorporation than the characteristics of those who move. This provides a quite

different understanding of migration dynamics and incorporation outcomes than migrant

group comparisons. Because the group approach contrasts immigrants, collectively and

individually, such studies tend to highlight the importance of specific immigrant attributes

(e.g. immigrants’ culture, religious affiliation, class position, etc.), or the interaction of

immigrant attributes with the local environment (e.g. how immigrants’ limited education

affects labor market outcomes). In the national models or political opportunity structure

approach, the characteristics and agency of immigrants is secondary to the overwhelming

constraints exerted by macro-level forces, from a receiving country’s citizenship laws to the

prevailing institutions and norms on state/church relations.

Among the reasons for the greater emphasis on cross-national comparison in Europe is

the greater number of comparative political scientists involved in the study of immigration

in Europe, the closer proximity of European countries to each other, and perhaps re-

searchers’ greater familiarity with an international literature, leading non-Americans to
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pose more comparative questions about the importance of place.11 Lately, the European

Union and related European bodies provide significant funding for cross-national research

teams, further spurring geographic comparisons.

In recent years, more researchers include the USA as a case comparison. Such

cross-national comparisons are especially important in helping to evaluate whether the-

ories developed in the USA can be generalized or whether they are instances of American

exceptionalism. For example, Portes and colleagues have developed a highly influential

model of ‘segmented assimilation’ that argues for distinct immigrant integration pathways

depending on racial minority status and human capital (e.g. Portes and Zhou 1993; Portes

and Rumbaut 2001; Portes, Fernández-Kelly, and Haller 2009). The children of poor,

non-white immigrants are particularly at risk, according to this model, because of contact

with poor, native-born minority youth who might teach them an oppositional culture that

makes educational achievement and economic mobility more difficult.

Given that few highly developed immigrant-receiving countries have a large, historically

second-class racial minority population like the USA, segmented assimilation might only

be applicable to the USA. At the same time, the importance of minority status and human

capital probably apply to immigrant groups in many countries. A well-designed compari-

son can help adjudicate how sui generis theories developed in a certain country are. Natasha

Kumar Warikoo’s (2011) comparative study of youth in London and New York City sug-

gests that the focus on cultural transfers in the American inner city might be overblown, if

not outright wrong: she identifies very similar cultural styles, related to a world youth

culture, in the two cosmopolitan cities, and she finds that young people share high edu-

cational aspirations. It would be impossible to challenge the presumed importance of a

native-born minority underclass for immigrant integration without a comparative case

against which to measure the USA.

2.3 Other geographic comparisons: neighborhoods, cities, sub-national
regions and other place-based comparisons

Much of the place-based comparative migration research compares and contrasts

nation-states. A dynamic new frontier lies at the sub-national level, usually in studies of

cities, but also of regions, provinces/states, and neighborhoods.

In one sense, a focus on cities is not new. Particular US cities, especially Chicago, New

York, and Los Angeles, have generated an enormous volume of influential research over the

past century. Beyond the USA, Saskia Sassen (1991) elaborated an early argument for the

specificity of global cities, especially their migrant-attracting labor market structures. This

research was not, however, focused on understanding how migration and integration dy-

namics vary between types of cities. Instead, the city becomes either a generalizeable case

that represents the entire nation, or it represents a class of cities, such as ‘global cities’,

without explicit comparison to non-global cities. As a few scholars rightly criticize, many

cross-national comparisons often rest on inter-city comparisons where the city stands in for

the nation-state without sufficient attention to the question of whether this is a legitimate

strategy (Glick Schiller and Çağlar 2009; FitzGerald 2012).

In Europe, growing theoretical and empirical interest in cities has been fed by dissatis-

faction with national models that view all places in a country as homogeneous instances of
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the same paradigm. Immigrants’ lives are very different in Berlin compared to a small town

in Bavaria, despite their common location in Germany. The empirical work of Romain

Garbaye (2005) demonstrates that despite a national ‘French’ citizenship model, access to

politics for immigrants and the second generation differs depending on local party systems

and the organization of municipal government.

In a similar way, immigrants living in relatively progressive San Francisco face different

obstacles and opportunities than those in Hazelton, Pennsylvania, the site of a contentious

legal battle over local ordinances targeting undocumented migrants. In the USA, interest in

local comparisons has been fueled by the twin phenomena of exploding local legislation—

pro- and anti-immigrant—in the face of failed federal immigration reforms (Varsanyi

2010), and by immigrants’ growing geographic dispersion to new metropolitan areas,

suburbs, new destinations in the South, and to rural areas that never experienced migration

before (Massey 2008; Singer, Hardwick, and Brettell 2008).

Between cities and countries, a new frontier for migration studies lies in the comparison

of sub-national regions. In the USA, an interest is developing around the question of

whether immigrants to the South, a region known for its difficult history of race relations

and arguably more conservative political leanings, will have qualitatively different integra-

tion experiences from immigrants in other parts of the USA, as well as whether immigra-

tion will transform the South’s historic black/white divide. Outside the USA, immigrant

integration dynamics might very well differ in semi-autonomous and culturally distinct

regions like Catalonia in Spain or Quebec, Canada than in the rest of the country.

As for those who compare migrant groups, scholars need to think explicitly and deeply

about why they want to engage in place-based comparison. Comparing cities makes sense if

what is of interest involves institutions or resources that are determined by politicians or

other actors within identifiable city boundaries. But for those interested in inter-personal

interactions, neighborhoods might be the right case, or for those interested in labor mar-

kets, a comparison of metropolitan areas or sub-national regions might be more important.

In this vein, Nina Glick Schiller and Ayse Çağlar (2009) offer a thought-provoking call for a

comparative theory of locality, one in which political economy and post-industrial restruc-

turing intersect with urban geography. Conceptualizing immigrants as workers, they con-

sider how migrants play distinct roles depending on a city’s position within global fields of

power and capitalism. Their work shows how careful conceptualization of a case can offer

analytical and theoretical advances, as well as new research designs.

2.4 Transnationalism and comparative research design

Spatial comparisons in migration studies have long privileged the nation-state and, to a

lesser degree, comparison of large immigrant-receiving cities. The focus on national socie-

ties and states has been challenged by transnational scholars who charge that such ‘meth-

odological nationalism’ (Wimmer and Glick Schiller 2002) blinds researchers to certain

questions and phenomena, often reifying national political projects in the process. A key

critique is that the ‘container’ view of countries adopted by many migration scholars often

assumes a definitive break with the homeland and entails data collection only in the place of

settlement. Scholars of transnationalism instead urge researchers to consider movement

back and forth in space, including not just the physical movement of people, money, and
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goods, but also information, norms, social practices, and other non-tangible items trans-

ferred within transnational social fields (Levitt and Glick Schiller 2004).

A transnational approach thus requires, at a minimum, attention to—and probably data

collection in—both the sending community and the place of settlement. Attention to two

physical locations suggests, at first blush, a comparative project. However, transnational

research, by rejecting sharp geographical or temporal distinctions, usually falls outside the

type of formal comparative studies discussed here: the point of such research is to erase the

hard-set divisions between here and there, not further reinforce them. By conceptualizing

migration as taking place within a transnational field, a research project that incorporates

‘here’ and ‘there’ becomes a single transnational case.

There are nevertheless a few ways to leverage the analytical power of comparisons, in the

sense used here, while retaining a transnational orientation to migration. One way is to

compare two transnational fields that cross geo-political boundaries. For example, in

Wendy Roth’s (2012) study of cultural conceptions of race, she compares one transnational

social field between the USA and Puerto Rico to a second between the USA and the

Dominican Republic. This comparison allows her to examine how distinct understandings

of race and stratification in each sending country affect migrants’ notions of race in the

USA, while at the same time remaining attentive to how migrants’ experiences in the USA

and their transnational relations with those still at home modify racial conceptions for

sending communities. An alternative comparative design could examine the distinct trans-

national fields created by migrants from the same sending location who move to different

receiving countries.

A slightly different approach, recommended by David FitzGerald (2006, 2012), com-

pares migrants who move internationally with migrants who move within their own coun-

try and to people who stay in the place of origin. FitzGerald argues that in privileging

international migration, transnational scholars fail to appreciate that domestic migration

often produces a decoupling of locality and culture, as well as long-distance relationships,

not much different from dynamics theorized as particular to international transnational-

ism. His comparative design deals seriously with the question of how distinct international

migration is compared to the changes experienced by domestic migrants, especially by rural

migrants who move to large, cosmopolitan cities in their own country. Such a comparison

pits, in a sense, elements of a sociological view of migration against a more political

approach.

2.5 Other designs: comparisons across time, across organizations and hybrid
comparisons

Comparisons between migrant groups and between places do not exhaust the comparative

possibilities. Comparison across time is another option, although temporal research de-

signs tend to be rare.12 This paucity is unfortunate since much of the public debate over

immigration—especially in the USA—poses explicit or implicit questions over whether

today’s immigrants are ‘better’ than those in the past. Are they integrating more quickly or

more slowly? Do they possess more or less human and financial capital than prior waves?

Speaking directly to such questions, Nancy Foner (2000) engages in a sustained analysis of
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the educational outcomes, occupations, ethnic enclaves, race and gender dynamics of New

York’s earlier Jewish and Italian migrants as compared with contemporary New Yorkers

from a myriad of countries. Similarly, Joel Perlmann (2005) uses statistical analyses to

compare the socio-economic trajectories of low-skilled European migrants who arrived at

the turn of the twentieth century to recent generations of Mexican migrants. Both use

temporal comparisons to offer cautiously optimistic assessments of the fate of contempor-

ary immigrants in the USA.

There are also a host of meso-level organizations and institutions that can be compared,

such as civic groups, schools, churches, unions, businesses, and so forth. For example,

Angie Chung (2007) compares two community-based groups in Los Angeles that have

different organizational structures and alliance strategies in the Korean community. Daniel

Faas (2010) investigates the political identities of Turkish minority and ethnic majority

students in one academic and one vocational high school in England and Germany. The

resulting comparison of four schools across two countries and two sets of students provides

a way for Faas to investigate how educational goals at the European, national, and regional

levels influence instruction and identities on the ground.

Faas’s research design is an example of how migration scholars are increasingly combin-

ing comparative strategies in the same project. The most common combination is to study

a few migrant groups in a few carefully chosen countries. These studies follow what Nancy

Green (1994) calls a ‘divergent’ comparison model, or what I label a ‘quasi-experimental’

approach (Bloemraad 2006). The strategy is particularly effective in disentangling the

relative importance of immigrant characteristics, societal influences, and the intersection

between the two. Is there a ‘Chinese’ pattern to immigrant settlement, regardless of des-

tination country, or do similarities due to national origin become negligible when we take

into account the receiving society? If Chinese settlement in two places is compared to

Indian settlement in the same two destinations, what stands out: similarities between

groups in the same place, or between members of the same group in different places? Or

are such neat distinctions impossible?

Complex comparisons promise substantial pay-offs if done well, but they are very dif-

ficult to carry out, both conceptually and when it comes to the nuts and bolts of doing

research. Conceptually, the definition of an immigrant, or a particular class of migrants, can

vary substantially from one context or time period to another. Even a simple comparative

count of the number and proportion of immigrants across highly developed countries has

been very difficult until recently (OECD 2005: 116–8). Official immigration statistics based

on administrative data only count legal permanent resident inflows in some countries,

while municipal register counts in other countries often include temporary migrants such

as students. Alternatively, some countries use population statistics to count immigrants

based on foreign birth, eliding the issue of legal status, while in other countries ‘foreigners’

are defined by a lack of citizenship in the country of settlement. Categorization of

‘foreigners’ centered on legal status includes native-born, non-citizen residents in places

without jus soli citizenship, but excludes naturalized foreign-born citizens.

The collection and comparison of such basic ‘immigrant’ data have improved in the last

decade. A review of official statistics in forty-one European countries reveals that by the

early twenty-first century, thirty-nine countries, or 95 per cent, collected information on

country of birth and citizenship (Simon 2012: 1376). However, more fine-grained
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comparisons across groups and countries remain difficult. Barely half of forty-one

European countries collect data on ‘nationality’ or ‘ethnicity’, or on residents’ religion.

Slightly more, 63 per cent, have some data on language. But fully nineteen countries collect

no information, beyond birthplace, to identify ethno-racial background (Simon 2012:

1376). The challenges of doing statistical comparisons serve to highlight the difficulties

of complex comparative designs; similar conceptual and empirical challenges affect other

types of social science data, too.

In a more pragmatic sense, complex comparative designs—using any type of data—are

just harder to do. The individual researcher quickly becomes overwhelmed by the breadth

of data collection required and the need to analyze multiple comparisons. One solution is

to do team-based research, for example, by having different researchers specialize in one or

two cases (a field site, a country, an immigrant group, an organization), and then engage in

comparative analysis together. Team-based research does, however, create new complica-

tions, especially in the planning, collection, and management of comparable empirical

evidence, and in reaching consensus over the analysis and explanation of key findings.13

2.6 Surprising findings and unanticipated comparisons

The discussion thus far presumes careful attention to the question of what to compare while

a project is in the planning stages, and it assumes that the original comparison remains

central to the analysis throughout the project. Yet research often takes unanticipated turns

or runs into dead-ends. New data or ideas can force a researcher to modify a project’s

design. Sometimes the key comparative cases do not turn out to be the ones originally

envisioned. In Cinzia Solari’s (2006) study of Russian-speaking immigrant homecare work-

ers, she expected that their different understandings of carework—as a matter of profes-

sionalism or sainthood—would be gendered. Instead, she found that an institutional

comparison better explained migrants’ discursive strategies: Jewish migrants, whether

men or women, were taught a professional orientation by a longstanding Jewish refugee

resettlement agency; Russian Orthodox migrants relied on more haphazard church net-

works that privileged a saintly view of carework.

Null findings are also important, although they can be harder to publish and are dis-

concerting for the researcher who put substantial thought into choosing analytically in-

formed cases. In his study of third- and fourth-generation Mexican Americans’ ethnic

identity, Tomás Jiménez (2010) carefully selected two US towns based on their experience

with continuous or interrupted Mexican migration. He expected that these different his-

tories would matter, but found that large-scale new migration generated similar experi-

ences and attitudes in both places. While not what he expected, this finding led Jiménez to

identify how new migration can ‘replenish’ the ethnicity of those whose families have lived

in the USA for generations, regardless of the community’s history.

Critically, the persuasiveness of the theoretical arguments that emerged from these un-

anticipated outcomes was bolstered by, rather than tangential to, the original research

design. An alternative account for the distinct carework orientations Solari found might

have been a simple story of gender norms, but her design included men and women across

both institutions. Alternatively, observers might anticipate the importance of ethnic iden-

tity among fourth-generation Mexican Americans in a place with a long history of
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migration, but Jiménez’s inclusion of a place with an interrupted migration experience

reinforces the conclusion that contemporary migration streams are highly consequential,

even for fourth-generation residents.

3. How to compare?

The choice of what to compare is analytically distinct from decisions about how to com-

pare. What to compare involves decisions about the general class of ‘cases’ in the project: are

we interested in migrant groups, different transnational fields, religious institutions, or

something else? Such decisions are also conceptual and theoretical choices since they priv-

ilege one level of analysis over another and they shape the sort of explanations that flow

from a project.

How to compare involves decisions about which specific cases one chooses: Kenyan

migrants or Peruvians? Different churches within the same religious tradition or three

institutions across major world religions? Such decisions are also choices about the com-

parative logics that will drive the analysis and the type of conversation the researcher wants

to have with existing theory. Choosing churches within the same religious tradition puts the

focus on the organization of religion within a theological tradition; comparison of insti-

tutions across world religions raises questions of how both theology and practice matter.

Practicalities—including constraints on money, time, the researcher’s ability to speak

certain languages, and other factors—often mean that choices over ‘what sort’ of cases and

‘which specific’ cases intersect. Nonetheless, good comparative design rests on smart

choices about comparative logics.

3.1 Most similar comparative designs

Here the researcher chooses specific cases that are very similar in a number of critical

respects. The comparison of two or more similar cases allows the researcher to probe

whether a few decisive variations produce consequential divergences.14 When studying

particular places, most-similar comparative designs set up a quasi-experimental logic:

given that all else is the same, what is the effect of a particular difference on the outcome

of interest?

The logic behind most-similar comparisons can also apply to other types of cases, such as

the study of migrant groups. For example, a researcher could pick two groups with similar

migration histories and socio-economic profiles, but which hold different legal statuses to

see how legal status affects life chances. The persuasiveness of such designs rests on readers’

willingness to concur with the breadth of similarity between the cases, and whether the

consequential difference highlighted by the researcher is indeed the critical factor driving

dissimilar outcomes. To be persuasive, a researcher may argue that the cases are quite

independent, yet still similar, to each other, thus getting close to the causal logic of an

experimental design. Alternatively, the researcher may acknowledge interdependence but

uses process tracing and other techniques to outline the mechanisms by which different

outcomes flow from highly similar cases.15
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3.2 Most different comparative designs

In these designs, a researcher purposely chooses diametrically opposing cases that vary from

each other on a series of characteristics. Such case selection can serve two distinct purposes,

based on different comparative logics. One logic builds on Mill’s method of agreement.

When a number of cases are very different, but produce a similar outcome, this outcome

can be explained by identifying the key factor shared across the dissimilar cases. Relatively

few migration scholars adopt this strategy, perhaps because of a bias within academia to

explaining discrepant rather than similar outcomes. Most different designs can nonetheless

be fruitful. Although such a strategy was not his initial goal, elements of this logic are

embedded in Jiménez’s (2010) findings that despite different histories of Mexican migra-

tion, contemporary migration affects later-generation Mexican Americans in similar ways.

Such a ‘most different’ logic is also found in arguments about how human rights norms and

supranational structures generate similar post-national citizenship practices across diverse

countries (Soysal 1994).

Other scholars employ most-different cases as manifestations of Weberian ideal types.

Brubaker’s (1992) comparison of German and French citizenship is one of the most

self-conscious examples of this strategy. Brubaker offers a detailed, historically grounded

examination of nationhood in France and Germany. These two countries become

ideal-types for two sorts of immigrant-receiving countries, those with ‘civic’ notions of

nationality compared to those with ‘ethnic’ understandings of membership. The logic of

ideal-type comparison can be applied to other comparisons, including of migrant groups

and meso-level institutions.16

3.3 Comparison as a conceptual spectrum of cases

Cases can also be chosen because they fit particular categories in a typology. In such designs,

a scholar identifies two or three key characteristics presumed to be important for explaining

a particular outcome or phenomenon. Cases are then selected based on those characteris-

tics, and comparisons between cases speak to the importance of the underlying character-

istics. In this way, Koopmans et al. (2005) distinguish the Netherlands as a civic,

multicultural country and France as a civic but monocultural land. Both nations are dis-

tinguished from ethnic, monocultural Germany. Placement within this conceptual grid

subsequently explains variations in public claims-making.

This method of case selection can also be extended to choices over which migrant groups

to study or other units of analysis. According to a model of segmented assimilation, im-

migrants’ incorporation will vary by how receptive government policy is toward the group,

whether members of the group are a racial minority, and the relative strength of the social,

human, and financial capital of the group as a whole (Portes and Zhou 1993). An evaluation

of this model should thus entail comparison of groups that vary along these key

dimensions.

The typology approach sits between a variable-oriented and Weberian method of ana-

lysis. By identifying characteristics that inform placement of cases into a typology, the

researcher privileges key variables—such as government policy or social capital—over

the case as a holistic entity. Thus, for some researchers, the variable itself—its absence or
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presence, whether it is high, medium, or low—becomes the core analytical thrust of the

project. For other researchers, however, the overlap of two or three key characteristics

cannot be disentangled and isolated from each other. Rather, the particular intersection

of the characteristics creates unique configurations that render the cases conceptually dis-

tinct from each other.17 Understood in this more holistic way, the case remains primary,

and the analysis fits more closely to the Weberian model.

4. Conclusion

Even research projects that are not explicitly comparative contain comparative elements.

This is inherent in a scholar’s engagement with the existing literature, in the process of data

analysis when different pieces of data are compared and contrasted, and it is even apparent

in the very identification of migration as a subject of research. Migration studies make no

sense if we do not have non-migrants, whether in the receiving or sending country, as a

reference group.

Comparative research projects also carry significant costs. These costs run from the

practical—limited time, money, and skills make comparative data collection harder—to

the analytical: each additional comparison makes drawing conclusions more complex and

writing about all the moving parts of a project more difficult. Depending on the particular

method employed, a comparativist also faces specific methodological critiques from peers.

For ethnographers and historical researchers, critics might challenge the depth and quality

of data since the research effort is spread across cases. For researchers employing statistical

data nested in case-based comparisons, such as in cross-national survey-based research,

critics can question the sampling and generalizability of a limited and non-random selec-

tion of country cases. Concerns over generalizability also dog researchers who engaged in

indepth, qualitative interviewing. Mixed method and team-based projects can alleviate

some of these concerns, but increasing the types of data analyzed or the number of re-

searchers, in addition to comparing numerous cases, further complicates the entire re-

search endeavor. One might well worry that ‘too many cooks’ will spoil the academic broth,

or that the desire for more types of data as well as more cases renders the analysis so

complex that it becomes impossible to draw any clear conclusions.

Nevertheless, explicitly comparative research holds out significant advantages. It does

not privilege any particular type of data; observational, interview, archival, and statistical

studies can all be comparative. Comparative studies can challenge accepted and conven-

tional wisdoms, and lead to innovative new thinking. Comparison makes most sense when

it contributes directly to theory development, helps in the conceptualization of phenomena

under study, helps evaluate the limits of an existing theory, or, within a research project,

assists in elaborating an evolving argument by considering other logical implications or

undermining alternative explanations.

Doing comparative migration research demands careful attention to what sorts of cases

will be compared and consequential choices over which specific cases will drive the analysis.

The first decision involves the conceptualization of the ‘case’ or different classes of cases, as

well as attention to the theoretical intervention a researcher wants to make within a par-

ticular literature. The second decision involves a choice over the actual logic of the
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comparison, a decision that implicates not just the theoretical placement of the cases, but

also the conclusions that can be drawn from the analysis. Both choices are not self-evident,

and they should be highly scrutinized. Researchers often adopt the prevailing categories of

their discipline or country, privileging the comparison of national origin group or con-

ducting cross-national comparisons without interrogating whether such conceptualiza-

tions make sense. The choice of cases also affects one’s results by making it more likely

that the researcher will notice dynamics at one level of analysis instead of another. The

repercussions of such choices make comparative research challenging, but also a highly

creative and rewarding endeavor. You cannot know what is unique, or common, about a

particular case unless you have a comparative point of reference.
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Notes

1. In some countries, such as the People’s Republic of China, internal migration might

engender rights and legal status distinctions similar to international migration.

2. There is an extensive literature debating the merits of ‘small-N’ (a few cases) and ‘large-

N’ (many cases) comparative studies. For one important formulation of the distinction

between case-oriented and variable-oriented comparative research, see Ragin (1987,

1997). For criticism of this approach, see Lieberson (1991) and Goldthorpe (1997).

More recently, Lieberman (2005) calls for a ‘nested’ approach that marries small- and

large-N analysis to leverage the strengths of each. Large dataset analysis can be com-

parative in my sense when individuals are conceptualized as nested in institutions,

communities, or temporal ‘cases’, thereby going beyond individual-level comparisons

and the variable-oriented logic that assumes independence of explanatory variables.

3. In a more banal sense, all migration research is comparative. An ethnographer, even

one studying a specific group of people in a particular setting, constantly compares and

contrasts observations. A researcher using data from a thousand survey respondents

compares answers across individuals using statistical methods. The use of ‘comparative’

in the sense here excludes such research and focuses instead on the explicit theorization

and selection of ‘cases’, and the techniques used to compare them.

4. If a researcher uses a probability sample, increasing the number of cases can improve

the precision of estimates generalizable to a larger population and reduce error

around coefficient estimates in inferential modeling. If, however, cases are not

chosen using probability sampling, as is usually the case with in-depth interviewing,

increasing the sample from forty to fifty has no effect on the statistical generalizability of
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results. For a related discussion on problematic reasons to ‘increase your N’, see Small

(2009).

5. I draw on this personal example, and the other examples below, because I know the

studies well. Other scholars will identify different exemplars of best practices.

6. For a more extensive account on the choices and challenges of putting together this

project, see Bloemraad (2012b).

7. Fitzgerald (2006) discusses three other objections to multi-sited fieldwork: that such

work loses its subaltern focus, that interdependence between sites makes formal logics

of comparison impossible, and that non-experimental comparisons can never isolate

causal mechanisms. On the first, I share Fitzgerald’s view that participant observation is

a methodological tool available for a range of purposes instead of tied tightly to a

particular political purpose. The other two objections are not unique to ethnography;

I consider them in the discussion of logics of comparison.

8. In comparison, 44 per cent of publications by Canadian scholars examined immigrants

in general, with only 56 per cent centered on specific groups. I am not aware of similar

analyses of published research in other countries.

9. In their study, Kasinitz et al. (2008) take pains to justify (and defend) their categor-

ization of groups by ethno-racial background and their decision to make that the key

axis of comparison. Not all published research is so explicit.

10. On the issue of whether ethno-racial group membership should be a category of ana-

lysis, see Brubaker (2004) and Lee (2008).

11. Within US political science, it is common to have distinct hiring and teaching trajec-

tories for American politics and comparative politics. This makes it more difficult,

institutionally, to include the USA as a comparative case in a research project, since

the project would not sit comfortably in either of these two sub-fields.

12. Historians at times speak to contemporary issues to frame a historical study, and social

scientists often provide a rapid ‘background’ to a place or migration stream, but few

attempt a sustained comparison of how dynamics ‘then’ replicate or differ from ‘now’.

For a discussion of how historians are reluctant to engage in comparison, and a call for

that to change, see Green (1994).

13. For two helpful discussions of team-based research, see FitzGerald (2012: 7) and

Siegel (2012). Boccagni (2012: 313) also notes a specific theoretical and methodo-

logical advantage of team-based research for scholars of transnationalism,

namely the possibility of studying simultaneity by having different researchers

examine the same transnational processes as they occur at both ‘ends’ of a transnational

field.

14. Przeworski and Teune (1970) first made this influential distinction between comparing

‘most similar’ and ‘most different’ systems in their work on comparative research. This

in turn influenced analytical strategies of causal inference using Mill’s method of dif-

ference and agreement (Skocpol and Somers 1980).

15. Those heavily invested in an experimental logic will not find either of these strategies

satisfactory. For these scholars, the true isolation of causal mechanisms can only be

identified through random assignment and controlled comparison whereby all factors

but one are identical. Given, however, that most questions of interest to migration

scholars are neither amenable to random assignment nor controlled comparison,
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I believe these strategies are highly useful and valid techniques for drawing causal

inferences.

16. At the same time, researchers need to be sensitive to the danger of trying to compare

places so dissimilar that they reap few or no benefits from the comparative enterprise.

For example, Joppke (1999) concludes, in his comparison of the USA, Germany, and

the UK, that differences in citizenship and immigrant integration are so large it is

impossible to draw general lessons beyond the observation that national particularities

matter and multiculturalism affects all liberal Western states.

17. This is the same line of reasoning used by theorists of intersectionality: understanding

the experiences of the conceptual category ‘black women’ is not just about putting

together ‘black’ experiences and ‘female’ experiences in additive fashion. Rather, black

women’s experiences are conceptually and qualitatively different from that of black

men or white women.
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